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In this paper, two sequential detection techniques are described. 
Most of the expressions are derived under the assumption that one of 
two antipodal equally probable signals corrupted by an additive, zero- 
mean symmetrically distributed noise is present at the input to the 
detector. Without too much difficulty the results can be generalized 
to include non-antipodal signals and asymmetric noise distributions. 
The proposed detection procedures preserve the desirable robust 
properties of nonparametric detection procedures while retaining the 
basic advantages of sequential procedures. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Sequential feedback communications systems have been proposed 
(Chang, etal., G. L. Turin, 1965) as a means for increasing the speed of 
the signal detection process at the receiver, and thereby increasing the 
information rate for a fixed error rate. Such systems are based on the 
original work of Wald (1947) on the theory of sequential analysis. At 
the same time, the efforts to reduce the probabihty of error in unknown 
or nonstationary noise have led to the appheation of nonparametric 
statistical techniques to the problems of signal detection (J. C. Hancock, 
and D. G. Lianiotis, 1965, Daly and Rushforth, 1965, J. Millard and 
L. Kurz, 1967). These nonparametric procedures have the advantage 
that reliable communication i  widely varied noise conditions is possible 
without redesign of the receivers. In this paper two detection schemes 
are proposed which combine the features of sequential and nonpara- 
metric detection procedures resulting in a communication system which 
maintains a high information rate while it is still insensitive to changing 
noise conditions. 
* This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under 
Grant OK-1075. The first part of the paper (The Dual Test) is similar to the paper 
presented to the First Princeton Conference on Information Sciences and Systems. 
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The sequential detection schemes described in this paper provide 
equal error probabilities for the two signals, while maintaining the non- 
parametric feature of insensitivity to the noise conditions, and at the 
same time provide an increased information rate by the use of sequential 
techniques. 
II. THE DUAL TEST--A SEQUENTIAL NONPARAMETRIC DETECTION 
TECHNIQUE 
Description of Test Procedure 
In the dual test scheme, two distinct nonparametric tests are per- 
formed on the same received ata sample (signal plus noise). The first 
test is against he null hypothesis that signal So has been received. The 
second test is against he null hypothesis that signal S~ has been received. 
If both tests agree on an outcome, e.g., the first test accepts So and the 
second test rejects $1, then the decision is made. However, if both tests 
disagree, then an additional observation is made of the input data and 
the tests are performed again with the larger sample. The technique is 
similar to that of the standard sequential analysis in that no decision is 
made until sufficient data Ms been accumulated to insure that the de- 
cision is made at the time when the desirable rror level is achieved. 
The procedure is described mathematically as follows: The received 
data is sampled at times {h}, i = 1, 2, • • • n providing the vector of ob- 
servations {x(h)} -- {xd of the form 
{,~}={s~,}+{n~} j=0  or 1 (1) 
i=  1,2, . . . ,n  
where {s~-~} is the signal vector and {n~} the noise vector. The noise ob- 
servations are assumed to be statistically independent of each other. ~ 
The detector is to decide whether j equals 0 or 1, the two cases being 
equiprobable. The signal form is known to the detector (two antipodal 
signals), the noise distribution is zero-mean symmetric but otherwise 
liD_known. 
The two tests are called Test 0 and Test 1, respectively. The vector 
{slj} will be called Sj for simplicity. A capsule description of the two 
i The assumption of statistical independence b tween observations i  common 
to most nonparametric test procedures and, while it is not physically possible in a 
communication system with finite bandwidth, it is possible to obtain observa- 
tions that are "almost" independent by spacing the observations sufficiently. 
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tests is as follows: 
Test 0: 
Null hypothesis H0o : Sj = S0 
Alternative hypothesis H~f~ : 8j -# So 
Test statistic: 7'0 
Decision rule: To > T0~ reject Hoo 
To < T0~ accept Hoo 
Test 1 : 
Null hypothesis H0~ : Sj = $1 
Alternative hypothesis HI1 : Sj ~ S: 
Test statistic: Tt 
Decision role: T1 > TI~ reject H01 
T~ < TI~ accept Hol 
The threshold leve]s for the test statistics are determined by the rule 
Prob [To > T0~ [H00] = Prob [T1 > TI~ I Hol] = c~ (2) 
This is the elassica! rule for determining the threshold levels in a tes~ 
with a predetermined type 1 error probability. Because the tests are 
nonparametrie, no knowledge of the noise distribution is necessary to 
determine the thresholds. The threshold levels do depend upon the 
sample size, n, however, and since the dual test procedure uses a variable 
sample size, they will have to be calculated for each value of n. 
Four outcomes are possible from the combined tests. They are called 
events 1, 2, 3, and 4 in Table 1, which indicates the decision to be made 
in each ease. 
When the decision is made to continue the test, an additional observa- 
tion is taken, increasing the sample size from n to n + i and the process 
is then repeated. A minimum sample size, no, is necessary for (2) to be 
valid. The test is begun with this sample size. When the decision So or 
S1 is made, the test is stopped. The procedure is illustrated in a flow 
chart in Figure 1. 
General Results for the Dual Test 
The most important quantities in evaluating the performance of the 
dual test scheme are the probability of error in a ~ven noise situation 
P~, and the average sample size required to reach a decision, E(n). Ob- 
viously, these quantities are related. In general, all other conditions re- 
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TABLE I 
Event Test 0 Test 1 Decision 
1 Accept H00 Accept Ho~ Continue Test 
2 Accept Hoo Reject Ho~ So 
3 Reject Hoo Accept H0~ $I 
4 Reject H00 Reject H0~ Continue Test 
START ! 
SIGNAL I 
~%oRs,l! "'~ [ STORE i 
-PL~,-S? S,,,,'~LE ~ o 
NOISE ~'---~ ,I i OBSERVmTIONS [ 
ANOTHER I 
i OBSERVATION 
FEEDBACK I 
TRAN~ 
NULL HYPOTHES!S 
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DECISION 
TEsT i 
, , J 
- -  /:,CC : P T H 
L ~r~' - -  ~REJ~::CT Hol : 
i 
NULL H'rPOTHES I S 
s~ PRESENT 
Fio. 1. Flow diagram for dual test 
maining the same, the lower the value of Pe the higher will be the value 
of E(n). 
The possible values of the test statistics can be visualized as lying 
within a space defined by the three values To, T1, and n. Each of the 
four possible outcomes represents a region in this space. The regions 2 
and 3 are decision regions, and the results of a particular experiment can 
be regarded as a point moving through the space from the plane n - no 
to successively larger values of n. When the point passes into one of the 
decision regions, the experiment is ended. (See Figure 2.) 
The joint probability function of the two test statistics and the sample 
size n, will be called P(To, T1, n). The conditional probability function 
of the two test statistics at a particular value of n will be called P,/To, 
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Fro.  2. Typ ica l  path  th rough T0,  T~,  n space 
T1). These probability functions are discrete for most nonparametrie 
tests. 
The initial probability function Pno(T0, 7'1) depends only on the 
probability distribution of the data sample. The remaining functions 
will depend also on the previous observations, however, because of the 
fact that if some value of n = k is reached it is known that the test has 
not terminated at a lower value of n = k - 1. The evaluation of these 
subsequent probability functions can be performed by using the transi- 
tion probabilities, P~(To, T1 I To', TI'). These are the conditional proba- 
bilities of moving to the point To, T1, n given that the previous point 
was To', T~ t, n -- 1. The transition probability will be zero if the earlier 
point lies in a decision region and the detection procedure for a given sig- 
nal has been terminated. 
The following steps assume that the signal So has been transmitted. 
Because of the symmetric nature of the dual test (see Introduction), 
similar results would be obtained if signal S~ has been assumed instead. 
The conditional probabilities of events 1, 2, 3, and 4 (see Table 1), 
given that the test is at the stage n, are denoted by p~(1), p~(2), p~(3), 
and p~(4), respectively. The probability of not making a decision and 
continuing to the next stage n-P 1 is called p~(nd) = p~(1) + p,.(4). 
The probability of a correct decision is p~(2) and the probability of an 
incorrect decision is p~(3). The probability of the test reaching the stage 
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n without having previously made a decision is p(n). Clearly, if the test 
has reached stage n it must previously have reached stage n - 1, and 
p(n, n - 1) = p(n) = p(n l n - 1)p(n - i) (3) 
also 
so that 
or  
p(n [ n -- 1) = p,,_l(nd) (4) 
p(n) = pn_l(nd)p(n -- 1) = p,,_~(nd)p~,_2(nd) . . . p,,o(nd) (5) 
n--1 
p(n) = I I  p~(nd) 
i~no 
Expressing the ~oint probability function in terms of the conditional 
probability functions we obtain the expressions 
P(To ,  T1, n) = P~(To, T~)p(n) 
and 
P(To ,  T1, n - 1) = Pn- l (To,  T1)p(n - 1) 
The transition probabilities can be used to determine the conditional 
probability hmctions, namely, 
P(To,  T~ , n) = ~'o',r~"V p(T°' '  T~', n -- 1)P~(T0, T~ I To', TI') 
and 
P , (To ,  T~)p(n) = ~ P,_I(T0', T~')p(n -- 1)P~(T0, T1] To', T~') 
To' ,T I  t 
Since, from Equation (5) 
p(n-  1) 1 
p(n) = pn-~(nd) 
it follows that 
1 ! ? ! 
P, , (To,  T~) = p~,_~(nd) ro'.~.,' ~-" P,,_I(To, T I ' )P , , (To,  TI [ To ,T1 ) (6) 
Equation (6) can be used to find the joint probability distribution of the 
test statistics by using a sequential procedure, starting with the initial 
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distribution. The probabilities p~(i) can then be found by summing this 
distribution over the proper regions. The conditional error probability 
under the assumption that signal So was transmitted is 
P{e/So} = ~ p~(3/So)p(n/So) 
n~z~ 0 
and the overall probability of error would be determined by 
P~ = HoP{e/So} + IIP{e/St} 
where II0 and !Ii are a priori probabilities of occurrence of signals So 
and $1, respectively. Clearly, if P { e/So } = P e { e/S~ } then 
P~ = P{e/So} = ~ p~(3/So)p(n/So) 
n~o 
Hereafter, the conditional notation will be dropped and the appropriate 
symmetry will be assumed (one of two antipodal equally probable sig- 
nals eorruped by an additive, zero-mean, symmetrically distributed noise 
is present at the input to the detector). Under these assumptions 
P. = p~(3) I I  p,(nd) 
~=~° ~=~ (7)  
= ~ p~(g)p(~) 
n=no 
and the corresponding expression for the average sample size is 
E(n) = ~ n[p~(2) + p~(3)] I-[ p~(nd) 
(8) 
c o  
= ~ n[p~(2) -}- p~(3)]p(n) 
Upper Bound on the Error Probability 
While Equations (7) and (8) are difficult to evaluate for most tests 
(an exception is the dual sign test which will be treated in the next 
subsection), a useful bound can be found for the error probability. 
The initial joint probability function P,~o(To, 7'1) depends only on the 
distribution of the initial sample. Because the tests are nonparametrie, 
the marginal distribution of the test statistic for that test for which the 
null hypothesis i true is completely known. When So has been trans- 
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mitred this will be true for the statistic To. The threshold setting is 
evaluated from Equation (2) obtaining 
P,~o[To > To, [H00] = a 
This is the probability of the sample lying in either egion 3 or region 4 
of the decision space for the combined tests, thus 
pno(3) -t- p~0(4) -- a (9) 
Since the probability of error at this stage is p~o(3), and since the proba- 
bilities must be nonnegative, it follows that 
p~o(3) ~ a (10) 
At each subsequent s age the threshold value is recomputed in ac- 
cordance with Equation (2). In evaluating this relation it is assumed that 
the test at stage n is independent of all previous tages, that is, n inde- 
pendent observations are used to determine the new threshold value. 
Since only one new observation is actually taken at each state, the test 
could not have reached the stage n without having failed to terminate 
at an earlier stage. In considering M1 cases in which the n observations 
are taken independently, the cases in which the test will have termi- 
nated are Mso included. As these are the situations in which the com- 
bined statistics have already crossed into regions 2 or 3, the probability 
of crossing into these regions will be smaller in the actual case than in 
the independent case, or 
p.(3) =< a (11) 
for all n. 
Equation (7) can be replaced, therefore, by 
P, = E E (12) 
The power of a single test with a fixed Type 1 error probability is a 
function of the sample size n, and is defined by the relation 
1 - fl,~ = P,[T~ >-_ T~= [H~] 
where ~ is the probability of a Type 2 error and 1 - fl~ is the power of 
the test with a sample size of n. This is the probability of the received 
sample being either in region 2 or 4. By a similar argument to that used 
above, the probability of a correct decision at any state, p~(2), can be 
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shown to obey the bound 
p~(2) < 1 --fl,, (13) 
It is more difficult to determine a bound on the probability of no de- 
cision p,~(nd). The initial probability of no decision at stage no is given by 
p,,o(nd) = p,~o(1) q- p.,o(4) 
By again applying the argument used above, it can be shown that 
p~o(nd) < a d- fi,~o (14) 
If it is assumed that the probability of no decision, p,,(nd), Mll decrease 
with increasing n so that 
pi(nd) <=p,,o(nd) for n=noq- l ,  noq-2 . . .  
or, from Equation (14), 
pi(nd) <= a + fl.o for i=n0q- l ,  n0q-2 . - .  
then 
n~nO n=no i~1 n=n 0 n~O 
and since a < 1 
~-I i i 
>(nd)< - (16) 
~=,~0 i=1 1 - -  a 1 - -  (a  q-~0) 
Equation (12) can now be written in its final form as 
Pe < o~ ~ p(n) < a (17) 
~=~o 1 - (~ + ~n0) 
which provides an upper bound on the probability of error which can be 
calculated from the performance ofthe single test of sample size no under 
the same noise conditions. 
Dual Sign Test--An Example of the Dual Test Procedure 
Description of Test Procedure. The sign test, or median test, is the 
simplest nonparamctric test. For this test the distribution of the test 
statistic under the alternative hypothesis can be found analytically, and 
the general results reached in the previous section can be calculated 
exactly. The test has the disadvantages that it is not the most powerful 
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test for most alternatives and that it is necessary to know the median 
of the received istribution under the null hypothesis before the test can 
be performed. For channels with slowly varying noise conditions an 
estin~te of the median can be obtained from a sufficiently large sample 
of the noise which can be periodically updated. 
The operation of the dual sign test is as follows. Denote the received 
signal and noise by {s~.~} + {n~} and let 
So: Median = 
The tests can be described in the same manner as in the previous ection. 
Test 0: 
Null hypothesis Hoo : 
Alternative hypothesis//10 : 
Test statistic: 
where 
Decision rule: 
Test 1 : 
Null hypothesis Ho~ : 
Alternative hypothesis HI~ : 
Test statistic: 
Decision rule: 
Median = ~0, So received 
Median > ~0, So not received 
To = ~ c(x, - ~o) 
i=1 
c(z) = 1 if z>0 
0 if z<0 
For To ~ Too reject/too 
For To < T0~ accept H0o 
Median = ~1, $1 received 
Median < ~ 1, Si not received 
T1 = ~ c(,1 -- xl) 
i=1 
For T1 ~ TI~ reject H01 
For T~ < TI~ accept Hol 
Derivation of the Exact Error Probability for the Dual Sign Test. In the 
dual sign test, the marginal distribution of each test statistic is binomial, 
with parameter p equal to the probability of c(z) = 1. For the test in 
which the null hypothesis true p equals ½ because ~ is the known me- 
dian of the signal plus noise. Because of the summetry of the detection 
problem, it is sufficient to determine one threshold level using Equation 
(2) under the assumption that So has been received (the hypothesis Ho0 
is true). 
Prob [To =< T~ I Hoo] = a = (18) 
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where o~ is the fractional part of the sample that must exceed the median 
for To to be greater or equal to Too, or 
i=aon 
Equation (19) can be used to determine ao for each value of n. The 
noise parameters are not involved in this equation. 
Each of the observations x~ may fall into one of three regions: 
A: x~ < #o 
B:  m =< x~ _-< ~ 
C: x~ > ~,~ 
The probabilities of three events are designated pA, pB, and pc respec- 
tively. When So has been received, pA equals ½, while pB and pc must be 
determined from the noise distribution. 
Define j as the total number of observations in region A, and k as the 
total number in region C. Then 
To=n- j  
and 
T1 = n - -  ]c 
and the decision criteria of Table 1 reduce to 
1. j > n(1 - a0) h > n(1 - a0) continue test 
2. j > n(1 -- ao) h -< n(1 -- no) So 
3. j -< n(1 - no) ]~ > n(1 - ~)  S1 
4. j =< n(1 -- ao) h =< n(1 -- no) continue test 
The joint probability function of j and h at the initial stage, n = no is 
trinomial (Fisz, 1963, p. 163), or 
P~o(J, h) = no i J no--J--~ k 
j! k!(no - j - k)! p~ pB p~ (20)  
The initial probabilities can be calculated from this expression and the 
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fact that j -k k =< n. Thus, we obtain 
p.0(1) = "~.~ E p.0(i,k) (21) 
k=n0 (1--a0)q-1 j=n. (1--a0)q-1 
;~o(2) = E p.o(J, k) (22) 
k=0 $'=n 0 (1--a0)~-I 
n~, no~o, 
p.0(3) = p.0(J, k) (23) 
~n0 (1--aD)-kl 3"=0 
no(~ao) no~ao) 
P-0 (4) -- P~o(J, k) (24) 
~=o j=o 
The regions of summation i the j,/c plane are illustrated in Figure 3. 
When the test continues to n > no, the joint distribution is no longer 
dependent only on the distribution of the xi's. The fact that the test 
has not previously ter~mnated must be included as a factor. The distribu- 
tion of the test statistics can be calculated using Equation (6) in a se- 
quential manner. 
( l-ao,~r 
5 
( I-Ooln ao~ ~ j 
FIG. 3. Regions of summation in the j -- k plane for dual sign test probabilities 
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Each  new observation falls into one of the regions A, B, or C with a 
probability independent of all previous occurrences. If it falls into re- 
gion A, the value of j is increased by one, or if it falls into region C the 
value of k is increased by one. If it falls into region B, neither j or k is in- 
creased. The  transition probabilities are thus quite simple in this ease, 
depending only on the difference between j, k and jr, kt. The  transition 
probabilities are 
p~(j, k lj -- i, k) -- p~ for j -- I, k outside of decision region 
at stage n -- 1; 10 otherwise 
p~(j,  k i j / k )  = p9 for j, k outside of decision region at 
stage n - 1; 10 otherwise (25) 
and 
p,~(j, k l j  , k -- 1) = Pc for j, k -- 1 outside of decision region 
at stage n - 1; 10 otherwise 
Using Equat ions (6) and (25) the joint probabi l i ty function can now be 
wr i t ten as 
1 
P,~(j,  l~) - - -  [p.~P~_,(j  - 1, k)  + p .P~- I ( j ,  ~) 
p~_~(nd) (26) 
-F pcP~-1( j ,  lc --  1)] 
~o 
i -  x _ ~C[×. -p . )~- - - ' - - - -q  
~ L D  ETECTOR ~.~L~.° I CO UNT ER I ACCEPT 
, 
-T o 
[ i % n ~  COMPARE ~DECIS ION 
P" [ ~T, L - -~  
" ~ " DETECTORj " I , Si 
CONTINUE 
FEEDBACK TO ~RS'~SC~ITER 
FIG. 4. Functional diagram of a dual sign test detector 
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Using Equation (26) and the initial distribution F~ 0 (j, k), the entire joint 
distribution can be calculated for any specific set of noise parameters 
(the error probability performance is not distribution-free). The joint 
distribution can then be summed over regions 1, 2, 3, and 4 of Table 1 to 
obtain the probabilities p,,(1), p~(2), pn(3), and p~(4) and from these the 
error probability and average sample size can be obtained. 
Implementation ofDual Sign Test. A functional diagram of a dual sign 
test detector is shown in Figure 4. The detector would consist of a sam- 
pling device at the input, two threshold detectors to form the functions 
c(x, -- ~0) and c(~i -- xi), counters to form the statistics To and T:, 
20 
w 
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FIG.  5. Average sample size vs signal-to-noise ratio. Dual sign test gaussian oise 
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FIG. 6. Probabil ity of error vs signal-to-noise dual sign test gaussian noise 
and logic to make the decision whether to select one of the two signals 
or to continue the test. 
Results for the Dual Sign Test. A digital computer was used to evaluate 
the probability functions for the dual sign test and to determine the 
probability of error and the average sample size in gaussian oise for 
different signal-to-noise ratios 2and for different values of the parameter 
a. The results are shown in Figures 5 through 7. 
A comparison of the performance of the dual sign test with a single 
sign test is shown in Figure 7. The sample size required to achieve a 
given probability of error for a single sign test is compared with the 
average sample size for the same probability of error with the dual sign 
test, and the improvement may be seen to be by a factor greater than 
two. The rednction in decision time compensates for the additional com- 
plexity of the dual test. 
2 The signal was assumed to be a constant  level of -1  for So and +!  for $1 . 
The  s ignal-to-noise rat io is thus 1/o -~ where ~2, the var iance of the noise, was varied 
to obta in the different s ignal-to-noise rat ios.  
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Dual Mann-Whitney Test 
Description of Test Procedure. Any nonparametric test may be used in 
the dual test scheme. An example of a more powerful test than the sign 
test against most alternatives i the Mann-Whitney test (1947). While 
the 35ann-Whitney test is not as amenable to mathematical nalysis as 
the sign test due to the fact that the distribution of the Mann-Whitney 
statistic under alternative hypotheses has not been determined, the fact 
that it is general]y a more powerful test would indicate that it should 
reach a decision earlier when used in the dual test scheme. 
The null hypothesis n the Mann-Whitney test is that the probability 
distributions of two sets of observations are the same. It is implemented 
in a communication system by obtaining a reference sample in which the 
signal component is known and comparing this sample with the incom- 
ing samples. The reference sample is updated often enough so that slow 
changes in the noise distribution are compensated for and it is presumed 
that the noise characteristics remain reasonably stationary from reference 
sample to reference sample. The Mann-Whitney test statistic is formed 
by combining the n unknown observations {x~} with the reference 
2 
k~ 
> 
i 
PROBABILITY OF ERROR 
Fro. 7. Average sample size vs probabi l i ty of error dual sign test gaussian oise 
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sample xl {ai} and arranging the combined sample in algebraic order of 
magnitude to form the order statistic vector {yl} (y~ < y2 < y3 < --" y.). 
The vector {zd is then formed by the rule: 
I if y~ is an x (signal and noise) 
Zi ~ 
0 if Yi is an a (reference sample) 
]'he Mann-Whitney test statistic U is found by summing the number of 
O's preceding each 1 in the {zi} vector. 
In applying the dual test scheme to the Mann-Whitney test, it is 
necessary to obtain reference samples of each of the two possible signals 
mixed with noise. The sample corresponding to the signal So will be 
called a~ with probability distribution function F(a) and that corre- 
sponding to S~ will be called b~ with distribution function F(b) < F(a). ~ 
The unknown distribution function F(x) is equal either to F(a) or F(b). 
The reference samples must be large enough to permit the sequential 
process of the dual test to reach an end. 
The operation of the dual Mann-Whitney test is as follows: 
Test 0 
Null hypothesis Hoo : 
Alternative hypothesis H~o : 
Test  statistic : 
where 
Decision rule: 
Test 1 : 
Null hypothesis Hol : 
Alternative hypothesis HI~ : 
Test statistic: 
where 
Decision rule: 
F(x) = F(a), So received 
F(x) < F(a), So not received 
Uo = sum of 0's preceding 1% in 
combined sample z~ 
1 if y~ is an x 
z~= 0 i fy~isana  
Uo _-> Uo~ reject H00 
U0 < Ho~ accept H0o 
F(x) = F(b), $t received 
F(x) > F(b), $1 not received 
U0 = sum of O's preceding l's in 
combined z i' 
z~' = l i f y~ isab  
0 if y~ is an x 
Ut > UI~ reject Ho~ 
U1 < UI~ accept Hol 
The threshold levels may be determined from the known distribution 
The relation F(b) < F(a)  can also be stated: b is stochastically greater than a. 
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of the Mann-Whitney statistic under the null hypothesis using Equa- 
tion (2). Again in this case the thresholds will be the same for each test 
due to symmetry. 
The results of the two tests are treated as before. If they disagree, 
they are repeated with a larger sample. 
Results for Dual Mann-Whi tney  Test. The dual h![ann-Whitney test 
was simulated on a digital computer using 1Vionte-Carlo techniques to 
determine the probability of error and average sample size. The simula- 
tions used both gaussian and Cauehy distributed noise to determine how 
the nonparametric qualities are retained in the dual test. Cauchy noise 
was used because it has been used as a model in other comparable situa- 
tions (Millard and Kurz, 1967) and because it makes a good model for 
impulsive noise (large variance noise). Some typical results are sum- 
marized in Table 2. Each tabulated value was calculated using 1000 
trials of the simulation program in which the computer generated the 
noise level at each sample point according to the noise distribution being 
used. The signal-to-noise ratio is defined for gaussian oise as 1/~ 2 where 
the signal evel was assumed to be 1 and the variance of the noise, a s. 
For the Cauchy noise, which has the probability density function 
k 
p(x)  = ~(x 2 + k2) (27) 
no variance xists. The signal-to-noise ratio was defined as (Millard and 
Kurz, 1967) 
1 
S IN  = - (28) ks 
Only a limited simulation has been performed with Cauchy noise, but 
based on these results, the probability of error can be seen to be small, 
TABLE 2 
COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS FOR DUAL MANN-WHITNEY TEST 
Number of Errors S/N Gaussian ~ Distribution E(n) in 1000 Trials 
+3db .01 5.078 1 
+3db .005 5.239 1 
+3db .001 6.818 0 
0db .01 5.907 14 
-3db .01 11.798 0 
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in the order of .001 under most conditions. The average sample size is 
increased only slightly over that for gaussian oise. 
Examination of extensive computer data leads to the conclusior~ that 
the numbers obtained for average sampte size are accurate (due to the 
relatively small variation from trial-to-trial of the results). The results 
for the dual Mann-Whitney test represent considerable improvement 
over the dual sign test as would be expected from the increased power of 
the Mann-Whitney test. Of particular interest is the fact that a decrease 
in the value of ~ which  leads to a corresponding decrease in the proba- 
bility of error, does not result in a significant increase in the average 
sample size. 
I I I .  THE SEQUENTIAL SIGN TEST 
Another sequential nonparametrie procedure, which is more easily 
implemented than the dual sign test is the sequential sign test. As is 
the dual test, the sequential sign test is designed to provide symmetrical 
error probabilities for desirable operation of a communication system. It 
is similar to the sequential nonparametric estimation procedure sug- 
gested by Chow and Robbins (1965). 
Description of the Test Procedure 
The test is designed to detect whether a signal So of level - ,a or a 
signal $1 of level -t-~ is present in the presence of additive noise with 
zero mean and unknown probability density function. Again, the sam- 
ples of signal plus noise, xl, x2, . . .  , xn are assumed to be statistically 
independent and identically distributed with p.d.f, p(x). It is assumed 
that the p.d.f, p(x) is symmetrical bout the mean. in addition, when 
So is present, E(x) = -t~ and when $1 is present, E(x) = +l~. 
The classical sign test for this problem reduces to: 
If 
p = Prob [x~ > 0 ]So] = Prob [xi < 0 1 S~] (29) 
and 
then for 
1 for x~ > 0 
z~ = (30) 
0 for x~ < 0 
1 n 
y~ =-~z~ (31) 
n i~1 
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the likelihood ratio is 
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A = p(y'~ IS1) (32) 
p(y~ l So) 
It is easy to verify that y, has a binomial distribution with parameter 
p when So is present and (1 - p) when $1 is present. Hence, the likeli- 
hood ratio reduces to 
n )  (1 -- p),~,,p,,(1-y,,) 
A = ny~ 
= \v - - - -p /  
(33) 
If the probabilities of error of the first and second type are taken as 
equal, the decision rule becomes: 
Accept So if A < 1 
Accept $1 if h > 1 
which can be reduced to (assuming that p < ½) 
Accept S0 if y ,  < ½ 
Accept $1 if y~ > ½ 
To determine the necessary value of n in this classical procedure it is 
necessary to know the value of p which can be substituted in the bi- 
nomial distribution function. One method for insuring that the sample 
size is large enough is to use the Bienayme-Chebyshev inequality. 
Pit x - E(x)  I >= a] <= ~2/a~. (34) 
where a s is the variance of the distribution of x. This can be applied to 
the sign test problem as follows 
P[[ y -- E(y) l -> a] _~ o'~,2/a 2 
(35) 
P[y >= a + E(y)] < zy~/a ~ 
P[y < --a -[- E(y)] _-< a~/a 2 (36) 
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I t  is well known that since y has a binomial distribution 
E(y lSo  ) = p, E(y IS1) = 1 -- p (37} 
2 p(1 -- p) (38} Cry - -  
n 
Substituting these values into the inequalities (35) and (36) and using 
a -t- E(y) = 3, we obtain 
P[y > 31So] < p(1 - p) (39) 
= = n(½ - p )~ 
and 
P[y < ½[$1] < p( i  - p) (4o) 
= = n(½ - p )2  
If the desired probability of error is denoted by a, then by setting 
_ p (1  - p )  > p[y > 31So]  = P[y < 31S1]  (41)  
the desired probability of error is assured. This relation can be rewritten 
as  
n - p(1 -- p) (42) 
~(3 - p )2  
Since in the nonparametric detection problem, the value of p is un- 
known, it is not possible to determine n from the above equation. In- 
stead, a sequential procedure is proposed in which p is replaced by p, its 
maximum likelihood estimator, and the test is performed sequentially, 
i.e., by increasing the sample size n by one observation at a time until 
the criterion (42) is met. Since p is the parameter of a binomial distribu- 
tion, it is well known that:~ = y~, or that y~ itself is the maximum likeli- 
hood estimator for p. The sequential test can then be stated: 
1. Add one observation at a time until the relation 
n > y~(1 -- y.) (43) 
- a (3  - -  y~)2 
is satisfied, where a is a predetermined parameter. 
2. At this value of n, accept So if y~ < 3, accept 81 if y~ > ½. (It 
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will be shown below that the possibility y~ = ½ cannot occur 
under these conditions.) 
The relation 
n >- 
can be rewritten as 
y.(1 -- y~) 
a(½ -- yn) 
an 
y~(1 -- yn) > 4(1 -]- an) (44) 
In the limit, as n--+ ¢¢, the right side of Equation (44) goes to ¼. 
The left side, since 0 _-_ y~ _-_ 1, has a maximum value of ¼. Hence, it is 
assured that the process does terminate ventually. 
The function y~(1 -- y~) for 0 < y~ =< 1 is a parabolic function with a 
rr~ximum at y~ = ½ and decreasing values on either side. For finite n, 
the function @n)/(4(1 d -an) )< ¼, which indicates that the point 
y~ = i will not be in the decision region with n finite. There are two re- 
gions in which the inequality (44) holds, which are determined by solv- 
ing the quadratic equation for y,,  namely, 
y<l  1 (1  "~1/2 1 
=-2 2 1-4- an/ <~ for all n (45) 
and 
1 1 (  1 ~:/2 1 y~>~+~\~]  >~ for all n 
If the test is stopped by the first inequality, the decision So will be 
made. If it is stopped by the second inequality, the decision $1 will be 
made. Thus the test can be reduced to the three decision region test: 
If 
If 
If 
y <1 1(  1 ~ 1/2 
= 2 -- 2 \ l~n~n]  accept S0 
1 l ( ' l y /2  y,~ > ~ + ~ \ ~ j  accept ~'~ 
1 1( 1 S 
2 21+ 
1 1 (  1 ~ 1/2 
continue the test by taking another observation. 
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Use of the Chernoff Bound 
The Bienayme--Chebyshev inequality was used to determine the 
threshold levels because it is a well known relation and relatively simple 
to use. Considerably better esults can be obtained, however, by the use 
of the Chernoff bound (Kurz, 1967), which provides a closer approxima- 
tion to the probability of error when the probability function is known 
more completely. Since in this ease the probability distribution of y~ 
is known to be binomial, it is possible to apply the Chernoff bound. 
The Chernoff bound for a binomial distribution may be stated as 
follows 
P [y~ > a ] < V pa(1 -- P)(1-~)T = (46)  
for the binomial distribution with parameter p. 
Letting a = ½ gives the relation 
Ply, >_ ½ ]So] =< [2(p(1 - p))~j2]~ (47) 
If p is now replaced by its maximum likelihood estimator, y~, as be- 
fore, and the upper limit to the probability is established as a, Equation 
(47) becomes 
y~(1 - -  y~) ~ }a21. (48) 
Equat ion (48) can be solved for the threshold values of y. to give 
y~ >___ ½ + ½(i -- a2/~) ~/2 
=< ½ - - 
The sequential test is therefore reduced to: 
If 
y~ ~ ½ + ½(1 -- ~21~)112 select ~91 
If 
y~ =< ½ -- ½(1 -- oY~) ~/2 select So 
If 
½(1 -- a~/~) /2 < y. <: ½ -t- ½(1 a~l~)~J 2 2 
continue the test. 
Figure 8 shows a comparison of the threshold levels obtained by the 
and (49) 
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Fro. 8. Comparison ofthreshold levels for sequential sign test 
Chernoff bound as compared with those obtained by the Bienayme- 
Chebyshev inequality. It can be seen that the Chernoff threshold is con- 
siderably lower for all values of n, and decreases toward the limiting 
value of ½ more rapidly. For this reason the Chernoff bound provides a 
test with considerably ower average sample size for a fixed power as 
compared with tests based on the Bienayme-Chebyshev inequality. 
Because the probability of error is concentrated at low values of n, for 
which the two thresholds are close, the effect of replacing the Bienayme- 
Chebyshev inequality by the Chernoff bound oft the probability of error 
is small. 
Probability of Error 
The probability of error for the sequential sign test can be calculated 
when the underlying noise distribution is known. Because of the sym- 
metry of the problem the probability of error is the same whether So or 
$1 has been received. At any stage of the test, when the threshold based 
on the Chernoff bound is used, this probability can be written as 
P~(e) = P~[y~ >= ½ + ½(1 - a2;'O ~/2 [So] (50) 
The expression ofEquation (50) must be weighted by the probability of 
reaching the stage n without having previously made a decision, which 
will be denoted by p(n), thus obtaining the final expression for the error 
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probability 
P(e) = ~ p(n)P~(e) (51) 
The values of p(n) and P~(e) may be obtained by a step-by-step pro- 
cedure when the value of the parameter p is known. As for the dual sign 
test, the probabilities may be evaluated by starting with the binomial 
distribution of y at n = no and using the transition probabilities 
P[y  = a [y -i = a] = 1 - p 
P[y, = a [ y~_l = a -- 1] = p 
if y,_l is outside the decision region. When the probabifity distribution 
of y, for each n is known, the probabifities p(n) and P,(e) may be di- 
rectly calculated. 
Comparison of Sequential Sign Test with Dual Sign Test 
To compare the performance of the sequential sign test with the dual 
sign test, a typical noise situation has been analyzed. The comparison 
is made with gaussian oise, signal-to-noise ratio equal to Odb and the 
parameter a in each test set to .01. Since this parameter is not strictly 
comparable for the different ests, the resulting probability of error is 
not the same. The results are summarized in Table 3. 
Thus, the sequential sign test with the Chernoff threshold requires a 
somewhat longer decision time than the dual sign test. This disadvantage 
may be balanced against he fact that the calculations required to per- 
form the sequential sign test are simpler. A detector designed to perform 
the sequential sign test would require a single polariW detector and 
counter, while the dual sign test requires two of each and the knowiedge 
of medians. The choice between the two procedures must be made by 
weighing the relative advantages of simpler operation and increased 
transmission rate. 
TABLE 3 
Sequential Sign Test 
Dual Sign Test Chebyshev Chernoff 
Threshold Threshold 
P (e) .0027 .0040 .0040 
E(n) 7.6 44.5 9.5 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 
Two classes of sequential tests have been presented in this paper. 
Although they are not strictly nonparametrie, they preserve most of the 
good qualities of nonparametrie tests. The  two classes of tests are de- 
signed to perform signal detection reliably in an unknown noise environ- 
ment. The  sequential feature of the tests permits automatic adaptation 
of the sample size to the signal-to-noise ratio and a probability of error 
which can be preset o a given level knowing only the most severe noise 
conditions that will be encountered. Both detectors also provide a sym- 
metrical probability of error, which is an important feature in a binary 
communication system. The performance of both classes of tests has been 
verified by analysis and by computer simulation. 
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